AN ATHENIAN DECREE HONORING FOREIGNERS
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38)

AMONGthe unpublished epigraphicaltexts in the David M. Robinson Memorial Collection of the University Museums at the University of Mississippi is a small fragment of an Attic decreehonoring foreignerswhose names and nationalityare not preserved.
The stone is said to have been purchased in Paris, but the vocabularyand texture of the
stone (in particular the reddish patina which is characteristicof Pentelic marble) indicate
that it came from Athens.1
The fragmentof white marble is brokenon all sides and at the back.
Height, 0.168 m.; width, 0.110 m.; thickness, 0.034 m.

Height of letters, 0.005-0.006 m.; stoichedon, with a horizontal checker of 0.0092 m. and a vertical
checker of 0.0094 m.

University Museums Inv. No. 77.3.665
ca. a. 338-326 a.
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B. D. Meritt's notation on a squeeze of the fragment in the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton
informsus that the stone was "boughtin Paris".This notationwas probablymade when the squeeze was made
available by Robinson in 1950 and was presumablybased on informationfrom Robinsonhimself. A thorough
search of Professor Robinson's papers at the University of Mississippi reveals no further information.The
standardformula for publicationof Athenian honorarydecreesprovidedthat the stele be put up on the Akropolis (see below, commentaryon line 12).
Works frequently used are abbreviatedas follows:
Henry
Tod II

= A. S. Henry, Honours and Privileges in Athenian Decrees, Hildesheim 1983
= M. N. Tod, A Selection of Greek Historical Inscriptions to the End of the Fifth Century B.C.,

2nd ed., Oxford 1948
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Line 1. Only the lower right third of the omicron is preservedalong with the lower two strokes of the
sigma.

Line 2. The lower half of the first iota is preserved.The secondiota and the omicronare inscribedin the
space of one stoichos between the two sigmas which are in their proper stoichoi.
Line 3. The letter cutter seems to have correcteda mistake in the final preservedletter. He apparently
had inscribedepsilon rather than nu. The middle and bottom horizontals are visible. The crossbarof the nu
was addedover the middle horizontal.
Line 7. Only the upper right tip of the upsilon is preserved.
Line 10. The lower left corner of the delta is legible.
Line 12. The right half of the mu survives.Only the top of the loop of the rho is preserved.
Line 13. The top half of the left hasta and a faint trace of an upper diagonal of a kappa are discernible.

COMMENTARY
Line 3. The only probable restoration is i-q']v O-Kr,v[ 'v. The lexicon program of Princeton University's Ibycus computer system was used to search for occurrencesof a-K'qV?in

4th-centuryAttic inscriptions.A deme decreeof Peiraieus appears to offer a parallel.2This
inscription involves building operations in a theater and suggests that the present decree
refers to a theater, probablythe Theater of Dionysos in Athens.
Line 4. The number of words ending in -Eas is large, but the most obvious choice in the
context of an honorary decree would seem to be 8Wp]Ecs.3By analogy to better-preserved
decrees, lines 3-4 recordedthe reason for the grant of honors describedin lines 4-11. A
possible restoration might read [JTE'8ZOKEV IS' T' ]V TKqV['V KaL 747VopX7f7Tpav Tov
Oadpov

Tovi ALOoVVTOV8p]Eas.

The second word preserved is probably the infinitive

form bLOvaL which would begin the series of clauses describingthe honors granted by the
demos.'
Line 5. The surviving letters present a difficult puzzle. Possible restorationsare E'7

Of these, awaywyrv, while found on 4th-century
aywyr7V,firaywyrjv,or awraywyr4v.

inscriptions (e.g. IG 112, 128, line 16), can be ruled out because it is inappropriatefor the
context of a gift or honor. "Summaryarrest"would not be an honor, and exemption from
&7raywyrfris unknown among honors granted in Attic decrees.6'E'raywy 'v might refer
either to a provisionallowing importationof materials for the building of the O-K-qV?j
or to a
2R. S. Stroud, "Three Attic Decrees," CSCA 7, 1974, pp. 290-298 (-IG II2, 1176 + SEG XIX,
117 + XXI, 521). Another 4th-centuryAttic inscriptionwith the word aK?JV is a lease of land sacredto Zeus
Olympios dated 343/2 B.C. See M. B. Walbank, "Leasesof SacredPropertiesin Attica, Part I," Hesperia 52,
1983 (pp. 100-135), p. 108, fragmentc, line 15. Walbank suggests this instancemay also refer to the skene of
the Theater of Dionysos in Athens. Other O-KVaL',probably "tents",are attested in Delphi and Delos (SIG3,
422, lines 10-11; IG XI 2, 161A, line 115; 153, line 14).
3 See C. D. Buck and W. Petersen, A Reverse Index of Greek Nouns and Adjectives, Chicago 1939,
pp. 40-41. For parallel uses of 3wpEa6
see IG II2, 212, line 23; 448, lines 15, 61, and 64-65; 483, lines 17-20;
653, line 23; 654, lines 26, 55; 657, lines 11-12.
4 Cf. IG II2, 351, lines 13, 15 (330/29 B.C.); 360, lines 10-12 (325/4 B.C.).
5 Cf. IG II2, 211, line 10; 212, line 39; 222, line 38; 237, line 26; VII, 4254, line 44; Hesperia 40, 1971,
pp. 281-282, line 16.
6 See Henry, pp. 163-181.
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grant of import/export privileges.7 'E ayr'wyoyv might also indicate that the demos was
making provision for the importation of material for the o-K7)v2j or that it was providing
funds or means for a journey relatedto this project.
Line 6. The infinitive xpiicrOat
is the only logical restorationand apparently grants to
the honorands enjoyment of some privilege for which there is no exact parallel in Attic
honorary decrees of this period. Xpij-Oat is found in two other 4th-century Attic inscriptions in the context of building operations.8
Line 7. To]v3 LETOLK[L'OV is probably part of a formula granting exemption from the
metic tax or privileges like those grantedto residentsof Athens who were exempt from the
metic tax.9
Line 8. The nominative singular ' j3ovXil suggests that the omega precedingbe is the
conclusionof an imperative singular. 'E=rrAElXf-Owis a logical restorationin this context
and introduces a b'Yrws
clause instructing the Boule to carry out some provisions of the
Assembly concerninga gift bestowedupon the honorands.10
Line 9. The number of words ending in -votg and the uncertaintyof the context preclude a restoration. In a letter to us D. M. Lewis has suggested -rpo6'vo0ts.If that were
correct,we might restore these lines [frqtEXEL'o0r]w e 71j3ov[A} avt"iWV,KaOa7rEp
Kat ro7s
aXXots 'rpoe']votsLo 8jposL A'&oKEV]. A. G. Woodhead suggests another interpretation(see
p. 180 below).
Line 10. "Oras c'avintroduces a new clause, the customary protection from harm
clause, which is found in honorarydecreesof the 5th and 4th centuries.1'
Line 12. The formula providing for the publication of the decree could be restoredin
severalways. The two formulasmost frequentlyattestedin this periodare (1) avaypa&qatbe
oX XLOIrv?,LKat or-fioat Ev aKpO7TOXEL
4/o - ga 7-ovypap4.La7-Ea ri7s /3ovfijs
and (2) avayp5/raaLbe robe 7o 4#Ino-fa r7o ypa./ALarEar7O Kara rrpvravLav Evo-rrXrnA
Irobe

XLO?L'rKat (r,Icrat ELaKpo7ToXE.12Either of these formulascould be accommodatedwith a
For ETraywy77meaning "bringingin (of provisions)"see Thucydides, VII.24.3. The term Eraywyq is not
attestedepigraphicallyfor the clause in question, but it has a good literarybasis, and the mss. of Pollux, Onomasticon,8.ioi, show that for ELo-aywyEs
there is the variant reading EraywyE6L.
For a parallel grant of import/export privileges,see Tod II, no. 186, line 11. Cf. IG II2, 986, lines 8-9 and Henry, pp. 255-256, note 41.
8 CSCA 7, 1974, p. 293, line 3; IG II2, 244, line 91.
9 Cf. IG II2, 61, lines 10-11; 211, line 5; 237, lines 25-26; 545, lines 11-13; and Henry, pp. 244-245. For
a general discussion of metics and exemption from the metic tax see D. Whitehead, The Ideology of the
Athenian Metic, Cambridge1977, pp. 11-17, 27-31, 62, note 9,152.
10The singular form TLEXELor-OA
be Ka'Ln /ovAk is found in Hesperia 47, 1978, pp. 49-50, line 26. Cf.
IG II2, 141 = Tod II, no. 139, line 19.
11Cf. IG II2, 86, line 19; 184, lines 6-9; 237, line 31; 245, line 9; 252, lines 15-16; 275, line 10; 287, line 12;
292, lines 1-4; 426, lines 7-8; 435, line 7; 505, lines 58-59; 660, lines 18-19. There are a number of known
variants of the protectionformula, see IG II2, 5, line 6; 133, line 27; 218, line 20; 226, lines 6-7; 416, line 13;
Hesperia 47, 1978, pp. 49-50, lines 26-28; and also Henry, pp. 176-181, esp. (f) on p. 180.
12 For formula 1, cf. IG II2, 237, line 32; 343, line 14; and 410, line 38 among many other examples. For
formula 2, cf. IG II2, 344, line 19; 360, line 22; 368, line 14; and Hesperia 8,1939, p. 26, line 19 among many
other examples. Variations are found in Hesperia 47, 1978, p. 274, lines 23-24 and IG VII, 4252, line 34. On
the various types of Athenian secretariessee P. J. Rhodes, The Athenian Boule, Oxford 1972, pp. 134-143
and A Commentary on the Aristotelian Athenaion Politeia, Oxford 1981, pp. 599-602; Maurice Brillant, Les
secretaires athe'niens, Paris 1911, pp. 92-96, 109-125; W. S. Ferguson, The Athenian Secretaries (Cornell
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line length of 46 or 54 letters, if we assume the dotted kappa in line 13 is the kappa in
aKpo7roAEL,or 35 or 43 letters, if the dottedkappa belongs to KaL.Attic honoraryinscriptions
of the 4th century vary in length from 18 to 57 letters per line.13Moreover, a number of
other variations in this formula are known. Some inscriptionsread simply a'vaypa5*aL8
Tode

oo frTl&o.iAa

iov

ypa/A/area

Ev

(oT-AXL

In others,

XLOtvnL.14

EV (To-qirL

is contracted

r1) 77f Lor E'-mjfXqv.15Toward the end of the 4th century another variant appears: roy
ypa/./.arEa roy 8n ov.16 The range of formulaicexpressionscoupledwith the uncertainties

of the previous lines make it impossible to determinethe precise line length.17In order to
accommodatethe two b"iros,clauses and the likely length of the publicationclause, we would
expect a line of 40 or more letters.18
A. G. Woodhead has shared with us his treatmentof the Mississippi text, even when
expressing reservationsabout some of his own restorations.We in turn share this with the
readerwhile simultaneouslyrecognizingthe uncertaintiesinvolved:
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The omission of robe in line 12 of the above text is paralleled in IG 112, 448, line 26.
Since two letters are compressedinto one stoichos at line 2 on the fragment,there is little
Studies in ClassicalPhilology 7), New York 1898, pp. 35-43, 63-70; J. Kirchner,"AttischeBuleutenlisteaus
dem Jahre 335/4," AthMitt 29,1904, pp. 244-253.
13 IG 112, 61 (stoich. 18); 278 (stoich. 57).
14 E.g. IG 112,78, line 11; 195, line 10; 456, line 28; 567, line 17. In IG 112,448, line 26 ro'vypa/,q.arEais
omittedaltogether.
'5 E.g. IG II2, 184, line 8; 195, line 10; ds' o-r4X?)v
XLqOL'v?vis another possibility (e.g. IG II2, 252, line 17).
16IG 12, 510, line 8; 570, line 12; 594, line 7; 651, line 27. W. K. Pritchett("GreekInscriptions,"Hesperia
10, 1941 [pp. 262-283], p. 271, note 10, following J. Kirchner in IG II2, iv, p. 47) takes 307/6 B.C. as the
terminuspost quem for the use of this formula in inscriptions.
17 There are many other slight variationsin the publicationformulasof inscriptionsfor the period in question, cf. IG II2, 188, lines 8-11; 196, lines 3-7; 221, lines 4-5; 275, lines 10-12; 448, lines 67-70.
18 E.g. IG II2, 138 (stoich. 49), 237 (stoich. 41), 278 (stoich. 57), 330 (stoich. 46-48), 410 (stoich. 45), 435
(stoich. 45), 448 (stoich. 41), 456 (stoich. 41), 457 (stoich. 42), 492 (stoich. 44).
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objectionto restoring Kaiin line 13 with similar crowding. An alternative supplement for
/Eor r2JXL XlOtv71 Kal]
lines 12-13 would be i-zv yp[apyai-a iOV KaTa 7rpvTavELav
K[aTaOELvaL,K-X.] (cf. IG 112, 226, lines 20-2 1). For the use of Exaywyr7v at line 5 in place
of the usual douaywyr?v, see our commentaryad loc. For lines 6-7 an alternativetext would
( TOVXLo-W&VK/al 7-wfv aTEAXE(z.v7ro]viME-oLK[lov, or with
be XPrpTO[aL7aLS 8LKaLs' TV
K/a
compression, [7v^VrWOXL&-^V

m'jv aTEXELav TO]V /.kETOLK[LOV.

A general date of mid- to late 4th centuryB.C. for the inscriptionis suggestedby general
epigraphic criteria. Comparison of a squeeze of the fragment with squeezes of other
4th-century Attic inscriptions at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton indicates
that both in letter forms and in grid dimensions,the Mississippi fragmentresemblesIG 112,
237 (dated 338/7), 411 (post 336/5), and 415 (ca. 330/29).19 There are enough consistent
differencesbetween the letter forms of the fragment and these three stelai to rule out any
suggestionthat the letter cutters were the same person,but the similaritiesmay suggest that
they represent the efforts of contemporaries.20Although the letter height is larger
(0.007 m.), the closest parallel to the Mississippi stone in letter shapes is Hesperia 8,1939,
p. 26, no. 6, a proxeny decreedated 332/1 B.C..
Similaritiesin subjectmatterand formulasfound in IG 112, 237 and 448 suggest a range
of dates from 338/7 to 318/7 for the Mississippi fragment. The latest epigraphical reference to the metoikion is IG 112, 545 (321/0 B.C.).21 The reference to (rK7)V7 in line 3,
however, may suggest a date in the period 338-326 B.C. The only other parallel referenceto
o-K)V7 in 4th-century Attic inscriptions is found in the deme decree of Peiraieus.22This
decree is dated 324/3, but it refers to the O-KaV4of the Theater in Mounychia. To judge by
the provisions of the Peiraieus decree, that theater was under the control of the deme. An
honorarydecreeof the Athenian demos is more likely to refer to the o-Kqvcjof the Theater of
Dionysos on the south slope of the Akropolis. We know that the Theater in Athens underwent a majorrebuildingin the time of Lykourgos(338-326 B.C.).23
The date ca. 330/29 may be suggested by another honorary decree. In that year the
Athenians granted a crown of olive leaves, enktesis, and other honors to Eudemos son of
Philourgos of Plataia in part for supplying 1,000 yoke of oxen for the building of the
The grid dimensions of IG 112, 237 are horizontal checker 0.0090 m. and vertical checker 0.0094 mi.;
those of 411 are horizontal checker0.0100 m. and vertical checker0.0098 m.; and those of 415 are horizontal
checker 0.0103 m. and vertical checker 0.0106 m. We are indebted to M. B. Walbank for information
concerningthe similarity of grid dimensions and to A. G. Woodhead for noting the parallel in letter forms in
IG 112, 415 (on which see S. Dow, HSCP 67, 1965, pp. 39-40).
20 In this judgment, the general principles expounded by S. V. Tracy have been followed: "Identifying
Epigraphical Hands," GRBS 11, 1970, pp. 321-333.
21 Whitehead, op. cit. (footnote9 above), p. 164.
22 See above, footnotes2 and 8.
23 Six ancient referencessupport the view that the Theater was rebuilt or completedin the time of Lykourgos: Hypereides, fr. 118 (Kenyon);IG 112,351, lines 16-18; 457, lines 6-7; Plutarch, Vit. X Orat.852 c, 84I c,
d; Pausanias, I.29.i6. See also J. Travlos, Pictorial Dictionary of Ancient Athens, London 1971, pp. 537-551;
H. A. Thompson and R. E. Wycherley, The Athenian Agora XIV, Princeton 1972, p. 21; A. W. PickardCambridge, The Theatre of Dionysus in Athens, Oxford 1946, pp. 134-174, esp. p. 137; W. Judeich,
Topographievon Athen, 2nd ed., Munich 1931, pp. 308-316; F. W. Mitchel, "LykourganAthens:338-322,"
19

Lectures in Memory of Louise Taft Semple II, Norman, Oklahoma 1973, pp. 165-214, esp. p. 203.
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"Stadium and Panathenaic Theater".24The interpretation of this phrase, however, is
disputed.Tod and Kirchnerunderstoodit to refer to the Stadiumnear the Ilissos River and
its seating for spectators.Curtius and Dittenbergerbelievedthat the text containedan error
and was meant to refer to both the Panathenaic Stadium and the Theater of Dionysos (cf.
IG 112, 457, lines 6-7).25 If the interpretationof Curtius and Dittenbergeris accepted,the
Mississippi fragment might be dated ca. 330/29. The wording of IG 112, 351 (line 15)
suggests that Eudemos' contributiontowards the constructionof the Stadium and Theater
had only recently been made. The gifts for the O-KqV' made by the honorands in the
Mississippi fragmentthereforewere probablypresentedsometime in the Lycurgan period
(338-326 B.C.) and possibly ca. 330/29, since the letter forms, grid dimensions, and
formulas seem consistentwith such dates, and the rather rare word O-K/Vr7j fits best into the
context of the Lycurgan building program.26
A. J. HEISSERER
UNIVERSITY

OF OKLAHOMA

Department of History
Norman, OK 73019
ROBERT A. MOYSEY
UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI

Department of Classics
University, MS 38677
24 IG 112,351 + 624 = SIG3, 288 = Tod II, no. 198, cited above in footnote4.
25 For the full bibliography see Tod II, no. 198. There was an error in the dating formula of the decree
which suggests that another mistake, this time in the placementof the words Tov) HavaO7vaLKovi,should not
occasion great astonishment. In his English translation of the document P. J. Rhodes suggests that either
interpretation is possible. See P. J. Rhodes, Greek Historical Inscriptions 359-323 B.C., London 1971,
pp. 38-39. Recently D. G. Romano ("The Panathenaic Stadium and Theater of Lykourgos: A Reexamination of the Facilities on the Pnyx Hill," AJA 89, 1985, pp. 441-454) has suggested that the
PanathenaicStadiumand Theater mentionedin IG112, 351, lines 7-8 refersto the Pnyx. Whether this is true
or not, scholars agree that the Theater of Dionysos was remodeledin the time of Lykourgos,and our oaKv7)V7
must refer to that theater since there was no a-Kqv on the Pnyx.
26 We would like to express our thanks to Professor Lucy C. Turnbull and Jill Thomas-Clark of the
University Museums for permission to publish this inscription and for their help in this endeavor.We also
thank A. G. Woodhead,C. Habicht, A. S. Henry, D. M. Lewis, F. W. Mitchelt, C. F. Moss, J. S. Traill, and
M. B. Walbank for their help and advice.
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